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Abstract: In global level Legal system, political, cultural system the words SIN, WIN, BAD, GOOD, 
NEGATIVE, POSITIVE are commonly used. Similarly the words LORD, GOD are also used coLOmmonly in 
various religions. The scientific research focus that the “Supernatural person” who created the entire universe and 
human shall be called as “GOD” (BARRISTER). The creator of universe shall also be called by name by author as 
“RAMANUJAM” who considered created everything through his mother called by name as ‘JANAKI’. JANAKI 
shall mean ‘CREATIVE SOUL’ (or) ‘JUSTICE’. In other words the whole universe was considered created by 
Ramanujam (Barrister) through “LAW OF JUSTICE”. 
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In global level Legal system, political, cultural 

system the words SIN, WIN, BAD, GOOD, 
NEGATIVE, POSITIVE are commonly used. 
Similarly the words LORD, GOD are also used 
coLOmmonly in various religions. In court language 
also the person who delivers judgement is addressed as 
OH… MY LORD… HEAR MY PRAYER… If so… 

i) What does mean “GOD”?... 
ii) What does mean LORD?... 
iii) What does mean GOOD?... 
iv) What does mean BAD?... 
v) What does mean SIN?... 
vi) What does mean WIN?... 
vii) Can LORD JUDGE GOD?... 

…Author 

 
The scientific research focus that the 

“Supernatural person” who created the entire 
universe and human shall be called as “GOD” 
(BARRISTER). The creator of universe shall also be 

called by name by author as “RAMANUJAM” who 
considered created everything through his mother 
called by name as ‘JANAKI’. JANAKI shall mean 
‘CREATIVE SOUL’ (or) ‘JUSTICE’. In other words 
the whole universe was considered created by 
Ramanujam (Barrister) through “LAW OF 
JUSTICE”. The philosophy of Ramanujam, justice, 
law of justice shall be described as below: 
 
(i) 
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(ii) 
 

 
i) Right dot is like DHARMAM (Character) 
ii) Left dot is like KARMAM (Conduct) 
iii) Centre dot is like BRAHMAM (Integrity) 
 
The Philosophy of Ramanujam who shall be 

considered as the SUPREME GOD and King of 
Universal Parliament is indicated as below. 

 

 
 

 
a) LORD Differs from GOD?... 

It is hypothesized that LORD, GOD shall mean 
legally distinguished word have opposite in meaning. 

i) LORD shall mean 
DOWNWARD GRAVITY 

ii) GOD shall mean UPWARD 
GRAVITY 

iii) SIN shall mean DOWNWARD 
GRAVITY 

iv) WIN shall mean UPWARD 
GRAVITY 

v) BAD shall mean DOWNWARD 
GRAVITY 

vi) GOOD shall mean UPWARD 
GRAVITY 

vii) NEGATIVE shall mean 
DOWNWARD GRAVITY 

viii) POSITIVE shall mean 
UPWARD GRAVITY 

 
 

 
 
b) Can LORD JUDGE GOD?... 

Tt is hypothesized that in the early universe 
HUMAN ANCESTORS considered lived in MARS 
PLANET (5,00,000 Years ago). The human ancestors 
considered as NATURAL POPULATIONS created 
by SOULS. The natural population shall also be called 
by author as BRAHMAS (or) DEVAS who are 
genetically varied population belong to ANGEL 
RACE compared to modern Human who live in 
EARTH PLANET. 

It is further focused that BRAHMAS, DEVAS 
shall be considered as VIRGIN POPULATIONS who 
do not require purification process (Religious rituals) 
with “THEERTHEM” (HOLY WATER). 
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Devas population shall be considered as 
drink THEERTHEM (Holy Drink) rather 
than WATER. THEERTHEM shall mean 
THREE AMMUTHAM which shall be 
considered as the fundamental law of three-
in-one process of ritual purification 
medicine for sins. ARENKANATHAN, 
ARENKANAYAKI shall be considered as 
DEVAS (Godly populations) belongs to 
ANGEL RACE. 

…Author 

The philosophy of ‘DEVAS (Gods) shall be 
described as below. 
 
(i) 

 
 
(ii) 
 

 

c) Why Theerthem required?... 
It is hypothesized that during the expanding 

universe the DEVAS considered transformed to 
EARTH PLANET due to growth of DOWNWARD 
GRAVITY called by name by author as VAINAVAS. 
VAINAVAS shall first human ancestors lived on Earth 
Planet (say 3,00,000 years ago). The first human 
ancestors shall be called as LORD 
RENKANATHAN, LORD RENKANAYAKI. 
Further the ancient ancestors considered lived in 
AETHIA (Also called as KACHCHA THEEVU). 
AETHIANS shall mean single large CASTELESS 
SOCIETY. 

During the course of time the ‘VAINAVAS’ shall 
be considered divided into THREE ETHNIC 
GROUPS (THREE GHOSTY). The three ghosty 
probably originates at THIRUKOSHTYUR (Presently 
at Sivaganga district in Tamil Nadu). 

 
 
(i) 

 
(ii) 
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i) ACHARYAN GHOSTY (LIKE ADI SANKARA) 
ii) NATHAN GHOSTY (LIKE ACHARYAS) 
iii) DASAN GHOSTY (LIKE SANKARAS) 

The ancient ethinic split among vainavas might 
have earned CURSE and acquired SIN which 
necessitated purification process with THEERTHEM. 
The Philosophy of evolution from Devas, Vainavas, 
Krishnas shall be described. 
(iii) 

 
(iv) 

 
 

LORD shall be considered as God of Earthly 
population. They shall be considered as having 
no competence to ‘JUDGE’ the DEVAS (Gods) 
for purity of their “SOULS”. If the ‘LORD’ 
judge ‘GOD’ means the fundamental 
philosophy of BRAHMAS shall be defeated. No 
lord on the earth can judge the CHARACTER, 
CONDUCT, INTEGRITY of mother supreme 
JANAKI. 

 
…M. Arulmani, 

Tamil based Indian 
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